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Synopsis

American Mail order Brides of the West, historically inspired clean and wholesome Short story Romance. By bestselling Author Katie Wyatt! San Francisco, 1881 The twins, Vivian and Leigh, are nervously awaiting the moment they will meet their beaus, Jedidiah and Joseph Jones, and finally become brides. What will Jedidiah and Joseph think when they first meet their plain wives? What startling surprise does Mandy have for the girls? And are Vivian and Leigh prepared for the news their husbands have for them? The loud and outgoing twins are about to meet their match. Will their twin beaus be up to the challenge of these two rambunctious girls? Join the seven orphans in San Francisco as they take the next few exciting steps in their ever-changing, ever-loving lives as they learn more about their new husbands and their own selves.
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"a story of hope, fear, romance, suspense and true love." Katie Wyatt
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Katie Wyatt's Clean and Wholesome novel American mail order bride historical Western book romance series is enjoyable for all ages.
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This is a great story of Orphaned girls traveling West to find happiness with a special man. The ladies thought themselves to be plain even though they were beautiful twins who were to marry a set of twins. They had a hard time telling them apart. Finding about their families accidentally was a bonus. A must read for those who enjoy historical western romance kindle books from at a special price and from a delightful author who keeps me wondering what next for the characters.

If you have been reading the story you know what going on. Its like waiting for the next one will finish the story.. I for one can’t wait & will want it to have the story’s to go way more than eight books.

This is book 7th in this series. The Mail Order Bride's in this story are twins. The story is funny and a joy to read. Enjoy!!!!

This is the seventh book in this series about the seven orphans that are like sisters and in this story the twins marry twins

Every book....or should I say novella....has bits and pieces of each of the orphans lives but no complete story. You need to buy the next book to see what happens. No book is stand alone.

I really enjoyed another great book from this series. I can’t wait for the next book. Thank you

Loved it waiting on the next one
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